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RUGS PUNKY ROOSTER SERIES 
 
NOTE: 
This product comes in both a Copy Only and a Transfer Only package. 
 
All the Full Permission coffee mug textures are available individual and grouped at AJ’s Textures 
Gallery.   
 
The mug is made by ErwinSchroedinger.  All textures are made by AJ Leibengeist at the 
Thunderchild Gallery Workshop.  Textures are from inventory texture collections and artwork.   
 
Custom textures from any of the inventory inworld on online at https://thunderchild.net can be 
made. Requests for custom textures are accepted, drop a notecard into one of AJ’s Status 
boards.   
 
These are standard coffee mugs with selectable textures inside by menu on touch. 

The cup works with any avatar and should be rotated for wearing.  Adding or wearing it will attach it to your right hand.  The rotation 
values for holding in your right hand are listed Below.  You may have to adjust it in your hand while on a posing stand. 

X = 0.0000000,  Y = 270.0000000,  Z = 274.5000000 

 
There are four (4) or more textures in each mug.  Touch the mug to get the texture selection 
menu.  Older mugs will cycle textures on touch in place of a menu.   
 

FEATURES 
• Multiple textures inside mug selected on touch. 

• Four (4) or more textures per mug. 

• Includes scripts and animation. 

 

DEMOS & HOLOVEND VIEWS 
There are demo models available on the Marketplace, inworld on Casper Vendors and 
HoloVendors. Demo models will last for a few hours or more depending on the object.  
 
You can see this item inworld at the at the Art Store on the HoloVendor there. Art Store SLurl: 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Milda/89/153/55.   
 

TOS 
TCGWS TOS: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf  
Second Life Terms of Service https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions 
 

UNPACKING  
CasperVend items come in a Mesh Crate and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez or wear the delivery 
crate for it to open and copy to your inventory.  The same crate is delivered by the SL Marketplace.  It will go to your Received Items 
Folder.  The front label on the crate has a menu to select the label, a blank, the TCGWS logo, and any information images for the 
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product.  The crate will open a menu to unpack when it is rezzed. After unpacking, it will offer to delete or cancel.  Keep a copy of 
the create so you can always get the textures if you need them.  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The TCGWS project homepage is https://thunderchild.net. There is a free product "Business & Artist Information" from the SL MP or 
CasperVend in-World.  Contact AJ Leibengeist aka Thunderchild Allen inworld for questions or issues.  
 

AVAILABILITY 
Matching and similar Real-Life products are provided by on-line third-party on-demand companies.  My goal is to match 
SL and RL products as much as possible.  If there is a product from my SL shops that you'd like to have in Real Life, let 
me know!   
Stores include RedBubble.com, Society6.com, SpoonFlower.com, TeePublic 
 
Society 6 Coffee Mugs: https://society6.com/ajleibengeist/mugs  
Society 6 Travel Mugs: https://society6.com/ajleibengeist/travel-mugs  
Red Bubble Mugs: https://www.redbubble.com/people/ajleibengeist/shop?artistUserName=ajleibengeist&iaCode=u-
mugs  
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